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RETHINKING
Imagine you’ve
lost your job...

You’ve been out of work not just for a
week or a month, but due to a major
economic slowdown in your region, it’s
been more than a year. You’re
struggling to put food on the table.
Your kids are complaining that their
school clothes are tattered and they’re
being teased by their friends. Christmas
is approaching and you know you won’t
be able to afford Christmas presents.

INSIDE

Then imagine a wealthy benefactor
says they will pay some of your bills.
Initially you feel elated, but after a few
months you start to feel like a failure.
Your kids look down on you because
you can’t pay for what they need,
whereas the benefactor can. Your
partner seems to respect you a little
less. Your self-esteem sinks. Your
confidence is shattered. There’s food
on your table, but little hope left in your
heart.
This situation may be difficult to relate
to for those of us who know God and

who have a high degree of financial
security, but it is very common for
many of the poorest of the poor around
the world.
Part of the issue is that, when we
engage with the poor, we tend to see
poverty as a purely economic issue that
can be solved with resources. In fact, it
is far more complicated than this.
In the excellent book When Helping
Hurts by Steve Corbett and Brian
Fikkert, the authors explain that
poverty is not purely economic, but
rather primarily relational.
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CHAIRMAN’S
REPORT
It is exciting to see the
many great things
occurring in CCCAust
churches across
Australia. We have seen
church plants, mission
trips, a closer working
together, more support from our para
church organisations, more finances
being available, access to theological
training and more pastors being
appointed to work in local communities.
I am sure we all want that to continue
throughout this year and beyond. This
reminds me of the upcoming National
Conference and I look forward to seeing
many of you in Sydney when we will be
able to share experiences and hear great
speakers. The National Conference
provides a great opportunity to “connect”
and to just spend time together in a
welcoming and inviting environment.
I trust you are looking forward to the
experience.
Also it is good to be reminded that
Christianity is not just an add-on to our
busy lives but it should identify who we
are. We are in Christ, followers of Jesus
and part of the family of God. You can’t
divorce who you are for part of the week
and yet still be true to your calling. God is
concerned about relationships. That is,
our relationship with Him and with each
other. That is why it is important for us to
spend time together, to share
experiences, to encourage one another
and to build one another up.
As you look around the world at conflicts,
wars, divisions and the difficulties facing
so many of the world’s population we
need to work together to share the love
of Christ and to offer support to those so
desperately in need. We need to reach
out to those with vision and energy to
make a difference in their local
communities. I want to try and ensure
that no church feels like an island and
that no individual feels alienated and
isolated. We as a network of churches can
work together to achieve things that are
impossible on our own. So I hope to
welcome you to Sydney in June.
Ross Bunyon AM
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Poverty is not just the absence of
money, but is the result of the
breakdown of one or more of four
key relationships.
When our relationship with God
breaks down we experience poverty
of spiritual intimacy. This manifests
as worshipping false gods, denying
God or embracing materialism.
When our relationship with
ourselves breaks down we
experience poverty of being. This
can result in a spectrum of
distortions from God complexes to
self-hatred and low self-esteem.
When our relationship with others
breaks down we experience poverty
of community. From this we can
experience isolation, abuse from
others or exploitation.
And finally, when our relationship
with creation breaks down we
experience poverty of stewardship.
This can appear as workaholism or
laziness, or a sense that the ‘ground
is cursed’ and one labours in vain.
Poverty has a lot to do with
mindsets, community connections
and beliefs. Money doesn’t fix these
problems by itself, and it can
actually make them much worse.
It should also be noted that poverty
is not just a problem for those that
do not have resources; as we can
quickly see from considering how
these relationships break down,
many in the West are as much in
poverty as those in the Majority
World! We just tend not to
experience it in a financial sense.
So how do we respond to this? How
do we exercise our God-mandated
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responsibility to help the poorest of
the poor? The first thing to
understand is that any solution to
poverty is both physical and
spiritual. We need to ensure the
poor have access to the gospel and
the ‘mind-renewing’ power of Christ
as well as having access to the
resources they need to flourish.
We also need to assist the poor with
opportunities to provide for
themselves, rather than being
dependent on us. Providing
opportunities to grow crops, start
small businesses or access
microloans can build dignity and a
sense of worth, whereas hand-outs
and relief - beyond crisis situations tends to do the opposite. We must
never do for the poor what they can
do for themselves.
Ultimately our ministry to the poor
is one of reconciliation. We need to
focus on helping people to be
restored in their relationships to
God, with themselves, with others,
and with creation. We need to
recognise that the kind of material
poverty that we see and recognise
is often just a symptom of
something deeper and darker at
work. We need to do something
more than simply throwing money
at a problem and hoping it will go
away.
Our goal at CCCAust Partnerships is
not simply to increase incomes but
to enable the poor to glorify God
and enjoy him. We seek to enable
the poor to be physically and
spiritually self-sustaining.
To find out more about how we
seek to do this, visit
www.cccapartnerships.com.au
Fraser Scott
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INVESTING IN THE

FUTURE
Last Sunday I sat in
church with a satisfied
smile. Four years of
development was
finally paying off...

As part of my role for CCCAust (NSW) I
get to sit with church elderships and
ask them, “What will your church look
like in 5 and 10 years’ time?” My church
had asked that question four years ago
and the answer was frightening. If we
didn’t start to develop and trust our
young people we would not be in the
game in 10 years’ time. This Sunday I
was challenged by a 21 year old who
had grappled with the Word of God and

presented a stirring challenge to the
church. He handled the Word of God in
a mature manner and communicated in
an effective way. The journey to get to
this point was challenging. The first
time he spoke, he didn’t wear shoes
and hadn’t combed his hair. What an
outrage, what dishonour, some
thought, he brought to our Lord. He’ll
never make it as a preacher was the cry
from some. With some mentoring and a
humble heart we have seen this young
man develop, wear shoes (on occasions
– if it helps him communicate the Word
of God) and even comb his hair. But
more to the point, he has a love for the
Word of God. He takes great pleasure in
putting the time required into
understanding and presenting the
Word of God in a way to help people
understand what God is asking of us
from his Word. As I looked around the
room, the intent of that discussion four
years ago was obvious.

CONTINUED OVER PAGE >>

Consider “Working Together” with Stewards
when your church has financial needs
Established to support the Christian Brethren Movement,
the Foundation:
• Provides loan finance for new projects, extensions, vehicles,

office equipment etc
• Accepts funds on deposit at competitive interest rates
• Arranges Insurance
• Funds Christian Schools
• Acts as trustees of Church property
• Administers gifts, bequests, endowment funds
• Owns, operates and funds Christian Retirement Villages
• Offers membership to people who attend Christian Brethren

Churches
Assisting Christian Community Churches of Australia and related
Organisations, Brethren Missionaries and Brethren Workers
both practically and financially
PO Box 230, South Hurstville NSW 2221
P: 02 9547 3110 F: 02 9547 3116
M: 0419 747 227
admin@stewardsfoundation.com.au
www.stewardsfoundation.com.au
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The PA room contained a 21 year old who
looks after our technical stuff, a 16 year old
who has been trained to setup and run our
audio and visual systems and a 14 year old
who was in the box learning the ropes. The
music director is a 20 year old who is
choosing music appropriate to the themes
of the services and mixing his song choice
to include musical styles that reflect the
diverse nature of those who call themselves
the church family. What a privilege to work
beside and with these young people as we
present Christ in our community. What a
pleasure to serve with a group of men and
women who see value in developing the
future, who are prepared to guide and give
space as appropriate to allow this
development to occur.

Opole Church in Poland

This didn’t happen by chance and the
process involved some failures and criticism
along the way, but boy was it worth it.

THE BLESSING OF CHALLENGES IN

This month we baptised four young people
and one of these, a 15 year old showed
great aptitude in how he communicated his
testimony. As we rejoiced with the church
the elders were again challenged that we
need to continue to develop the gifts of
those who God brings into the church.
Time to toughen up and again start the
process of developing the future despite
the criticism and struggles along the way.
So why testify to these facts under an
advert for the upcoming National
Conference? Can I challenge our readers to
look around their churches and start the
process of developing the future today?
Grab someone you see potential in and
bring them to the Conference. Invest some
time and energy into them and use the
discipleship theme from Luke and Acts at
the conference to build relationship with
the future. Take this opportunity to start
something for the future.
It’s a good question to ask – What will my
church look like in 5 and 10 years’ time if we
remain as we are? Maybe it just needs you
to invest in someone for the future.
Check out the conference website
www.cccaustconference.com
Devoted Conference
20th-22nd June 2014, Sydney.
Looking forward to seeing you at the
Conference with the future of our churches.
Yours in Christ
Bradley Scott
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POLAND
Perhaps one of the
simplest challenges we
have faced while
ministering in Poland is
the natural barriers
associated with being
foreigners.

Limited ability in the Polish
language, lack of cultural sensitivity,
regular mistakes (dressing
incorrectly, speaking at the wrong
time) — these are just some of the
factors which have regularly led to
misunderstandings, awkward
embarrassment, and sometimes
even offence being taken. There
were times when it seemed that our
own shortcomings and
incompatibility were the greatest
barriers we faced. However, we also
began to notice the consistently
high level of curiosity which people
had toward us. They wanted to
meet us and had questions that
they wanted to ask. Why had
Australians come to live on the
other side of the world? We were
also native English speakers,
possessing a skill which many Poles
desire to have. This factor too
created many new connections
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with people. Instead of hindering
the Gospel, we quickly realised that
our foreign identity was actually
building many bridges to meet with
people and share who we were and
what we believed. Now, several
years later, it is a delight to share
that many of these connections
have resulted in people not only
hearing the gospel, but submitting
their lives to Christ.

When it comes to sharing the good
news of Jesus Christ, every culture
is challenging. The various
difficulties take many forms and can
adversely affect ministry in a variety
of ways. Yet mission has never been
about the complexity of the context
or the conquering of the challenge
— it is about submission and
obedience to Christ. The missionary
can never effectively share the
gospel apart from the grace, power
and plan of the living God. It is a
privilege to witness God
transforming cultural challenges
into opportunities for the gospel, to
see lives saved and His glory
displayed in changed lives.
Excerpt from ‘The Blessing of
Challenges in Poland’ (April 2014
Serving Together) by Chris and Judy
Ayers, AMT workers in Opole, Poland
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Some missionaries can become so
absorbed in imitating the culture,
that they are in danger of
honouring cultural correctness over
demonstrating the transforming
power of the gospel.
Conforming to a new culture in order to bring the
gospel may seem admirable, but it may overlook the
organic cultural shifts and changes that a community
may experience due to other influences. You don't
want to be 'stuck' in your understanding of the culture
you live in. Just like Western societies have undergone
rapid changes in recent decades, more traditional
societies likewise change, albeit at a slower pace. And
the truth is, no matter how hard we try to expunge the
legacy of our cultural heritage on our journey to
become contextualised in our mission work, we will
most likely carry over into our communication and
behaviour our own intrinsic natures that are wrapped
up in our cultural background.
…Gaining a deep-rooted understanding of the culture
in which we live enables us to identify the
transformation that is taking place in people's lives
because of the gospel. We can also observe how our
message is received, and approach our discipleship in
ways that will be meaningful to its receptors. If we
relay our message in terms of our own cultural
paradigm, meaning may be 'lost in translation', even if
you speak the language.
Developing cultural awareness is not just for outreach
— it begins in our team life with one another. Without
it, relationships are impeded. The Arab church is taking
its rightful place as frontrunners in The Great
Commission among Muslims. Many international
missionary teams throughout the Middle East include
local Arab believers (apart from the work Arabs initiate
locally). Team life is often the premier source for
cultural learning. We are provided with the
opportunity to face our own attitudes, ideology, and
cultural beliefs. Some of the best work God does in our
lives is the 'iron sharpens iron' dynamic of teamwork.
It's an invitation to examine why we think and act the
way we do. This can be a painful process for some of
us. As we unpack the layers of our own cultural
heritage, we begin to acknowledge that not all is
'Christian' or necessarily right, or the only way to think
about situations. It's not about 'us' and 'them', our
values versus theirs. It's about God's diverse family
reflecting His kingdom in a given community. This is
what speaks to Arabs: a community. The biggest
cultural lesson for any missionary serving the Arab
world is discovering this.
Excerpts from ‘Cultural Awareness’ (April 2014 Serving
Together) by Simone Ghali, AMT worker amongst Arabs in
Luton, UK
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EMMAUS CORRESPONDENCE
SCHOOL QUEENSLAND
Many years ago, as a
student at Emmaus Bible
College, I (Ethel) recall a
particular student asking a
particular lecturer a
particular question. It went
something like this...
Student asks a question. Lecturer
replies: “What does the Bible say?”
Student answers: “It doesn’t.” Lecturer
replies, “So why are you asking me?”
Forty-four years later, I am sitting
marking lessons sent in by an ECS
student. He asks several questions.
“What is so wrong about gambling?”
“What is the age of accountability in a
child?” And another student (a
Christian), the next day asks “If I sin and
five minutes later get hit by a bus and
am killed and I have not had time to
confess that particular sin, will I still go
to heaven?” You know where this is
leading don’t you? “What does the
Bible say?”… “It doesn’t”… “So why ask
me?” How we wish it were that easy!!

Let us share with you, a couple of
the “stories” of the people God
has brought into our lives
through ECS.
This particular student was born in
Australia to non-European background
parents. She was taken by her father to
the country of his birth and never saw
her mother again. Physical, sexual and
emotional abuse started when she was
six years old and continued for a
number of years. She was “sold” to a
mate at eleven years of age. After a
forced marriage, the necessity to work
to support herself, and the birth of
children, her “husband” sent her and
her newest baby to Australia where she
had to work and send money back to
him. His demands increased and over
time she obtained money by dishonest
means to send back to him. It was in
1998 that a neighbour took her to
church and she made a commitment to
Christ. Eventually she ended up in
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prison for the fraud she had committed
and began to study the Bible with the
Emmaus Correspondence School. She
has been told she will be deported
when her prison term is over. She has
become an excellent student and in a
study, late last year this student said –
“God use the power of the Gospel in my
life to bring me trusting in Christ. One day
when I was a young girl, hiding from
some perpetrator, I found a page from the
Bible, I read the Lord is The Maker of
Heaven and Earth, where does my help
come from, it comes from the Lord. It
stuck in me, I crammed the verse and
always inside whenever I needed it. But at
the time, I didn’t know anything about
the Bible or a living God. Now when I
became born again I realise it.”
Another student has been inside since
2001, will not be released until 2016. He
sent a letter to us in 2010 asking if he
could commence studies. He had been
introduced to ECS by a fellow inmate
who had introduced him to Christ not
long before starting the Emmaus
studies. This guy would go round
placing Satanic pentagrams on the cell
doors of ones he knew were Christians
including the guy who introduced him
to Christ. At one stage he mentioned –
“I was before I became a Christian, a
murderer, liar, cheat, drug dealer, dealt in
death and extortion money, in other
words an all round psychopath. Now 180
degree turn around. Praise God for Jesus
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dying on the cross for my sins and I’m
saved – new life”. Another time he said –
“I had no respect for authority or the law,
I was an out-law. Now through the grace
of Jesus I’m new, I’m saved, I’m completely
the opposite ... all in all, I’m saved ... look
at my past and look at me now, for I was
blind and now I see ...” We have seen a
real progression in his walk with Jesus.
Here’s what some say about the ECS
studies – “God led me to start doing the
ECS study courses, I am very grateful as it
has helped me understand His Word
better ... the Bible can sometimes be
confusing and hard to understand, the
ECS courses explain God’s Word and
make it easier to take on board! Thank
you!”
Another student said – “This course has
been probably the best thing I done in my
life – because it has been so life changing.
This book alone I will keep always with
me so as to remind me and keep me
informed so as to pass my knowledge
onto others ... I thought I knew quite a bit
until confronted with these chapters ...
Congratulations on a fine
correspondence program.”
And yet another – “(The courses have
helped) by explaining things from
scratch, by explaining them well, by
comments from course co-ordinators, by
being able to write and ask questions.”
“Joe” was on his way to chapel when
another prisoner made a highly
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insulting comment to him about Jesus
and “Joe’s” belief in Him. Before he
could think, “Joe” reacted and swung a
mighty punch which knocked the
insulter to the ground. For this “Joe”
spent a few days in the Detention Unit,
but the real pain of the experience
came as he realised his sin against God.
His repentance was sincere. “Joe” is a
new Christian, struggling at times to
find the correlation between his
understanding of the Bible and his
behaviour in the hostile environment of
the prison.

Every honest Christian will admit that
there are times when it is difficult to live
the Christian life. Imagine how much
more difficult it would be if you were
living in prison and you had not been a
Christian very long. What would it be
like to be mocked, or bashed because
you wanted to go to church? Prisoners
face such difficulties and need support.
Faithful Christians such as yourself can
help, as people in prison, and their
families on the outside, need your
prayers.

UNIFY

John & Ethel Orr
Emmaus Correspondence School
PO Box 480, Redcliffe QLD 4020
E : ecsqld@emmaus.edu.au
W: emmausqld.org

partner with us in prayer as we continue to preach the
Gospel in word and deed:
• For a consistent daily walk with the Lord for all leaders
involved.
• For wisdom and understanding.

In late 2012 a few youth leaders from
Grace Point Community Church and
One Community Church had a desire to
preach the Gospel to the young people
of Western Sydney. This gave rise to
six evangelistic events in 2012-2013.
Through these events many young
people have given their lives to Christ
– a total of 137 across all our ministry
programs.

• Funds for the running costs
of larger evangelistic events.
Yours in and through Christ,
Sean Nolan

During 2014 we will be mixing it up and looking to
support evangelistic events being planned by local
CCCAust youth groups. We really want to focus in 2014 on
supporting local youth ministries. Our program will be
centering around the youth night at the National
Conference. We are also looking forward into 2015 and
beyond and working with other evangelistically minded
ministries to see how we can preach the Gospel of Jesus
Christ in the large arenas of our communities.
Just last week while teaching a preparation class for the
upcoming Will Graham evangelistic event at Broken Hill. I
was once again confronted with the overwhelming need
to get the Gospel of Jesus out in our communities. There
are currently 23 million people in our nation. 8% of this
number regularly attends church. This would suggest that
around 21 million people don't know the Lord Jesus and
are facing a daily life and eternity without His love, peace,
comfort and presence. We desire to decrease this number
and help families, individuals and communities come to
know Jesus Christ - to become His disciples.
We want to deeply thank the Churches and organisations,
such as: Lutanda, Emmaus, Stewards Foundation and the
Ministry Support Fund for their encouragement. Please

April 2014
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L-R: Steve Packer, Dave Way (PFQ),
Jesse Caulfield (IOC), Caleb White

TAKING
SONGS OF
HOPE INTO
DARK
PLACES
Caleb White, music
director at Creekside
Community Church, QLD
invites you to partner in
an exciting new music
ministry in prisons.
It was on a family camp in January this
year that God first introduced to me the
idea of taking music into prisons. I had
been thinking about the role of
musicians in the body of Christ, and
believed that there was more we could
do beyond Sunday worship.
One afternoon at camp I struck up
conversation with a prison chaplain and
heard many amazing stories about God
working in the lives of the inmates. I
asked, “Would music be helpful?” The
answer was a resounding “Yes!” When I
returned home to Brisbane, I contacted
Inside/Out Chaplaincy (IOC) and Prison
Fellowship QLD (PFQ) and shared the
vision with them. It became very clear
what a blessing this ministry would be. I
was greatly encouraged by the
enthusiastic response from chaplains,
some of whom had been asking for
musicians for years; this was an answer
to their prayers. Jesse Caulfield, director
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of IOC, writes, “No chaplain can do this
alone; God's church is his body which
means we need preachers, pastors,
evangelists, chaplains and musicians to
truly be a corporate worshiping
community on the inside”. Chapel
services are open both to believers and
non-believers, meaning that songs of
praise and worship to God will be
edifying to believers and a further
means of sharing the gospel with those
that do not yet know the Saviour.
The prison system is renowned for its
red tape, but the paperwork required
for each individual is minimal. Once
submitted there is typically a 6-8 week
wait on clearance. In terms of a team
visiting a prison, the less we take in the
better. Teams need only consist of a
singer and a guitarist – though by no
means should other instrumentalists be
discouraged from volunteering their
services. Of course, for this ministry to
impact the many correctional centres
across the country, many musicians and
singers are required. The greater the
number of individuals that commit to
the ministry, the lighter the load will be.
Also, it must be said that every person
who enters these correctional centres
to serve in this way will be challenged
to grow in their walk with God. I believe
that the worship of our local churches
will be enriched as our musicians and
singers see God moving in the hearts
and lives of prisoners, and return to
testify of God’s grace. To be truly
effective, this ministry is reliant not only
on musicians, but on local churches
pledging their support in various ways;
praying for and mentoring the
individuals whom they send out, giving
to the financial needs of the ministry,
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and remembering in prayer Christ’s
church – our brothers and sisters –
inside. This is an opportunity to say to
believers in prison, “You are not
forgotten".
Contact: Caleb White
0404 059 041
07 3886 9343
calebwhite80@hotmail.com
www.insideoutchaplaincy.org.au
www.prisonfellowship.org.au

“Then the righteous will answer Him, saying,
‘Lord, when did we see You hungry and feed You,
or thirsty and give you a drink? When did we see
You a stranger and take you in, or naked and
clothe you? Or when did we see You sick, or in
prison, and come to You”? And the King will
answer and say to them, ‘Assuredly, I say to you,
inasmuch as you did it to one of the least of these
My brethren, you did it to Me.” Matthew 25:37-40
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INSPIRING

HOPE
Inspiring Hope started on the 24th
June 2011 in my lounge room with
nine of my dearest friends. Soon we
will be celebrating our 3rd birthday.

The vision of Inspiring Hope is very simple - to inspire the
hope of Jesus in a hurting world. We desire to strengthen
local churches through partnering in evangelistic,
discipleship and equipping programs. We are currently doing
this through the following ministries:

Kids praying after accepting Jesus at a M2MAD camp. With
ministry leader Sharni Wood and a youth leader from Grace Point
Community Church.

• M2MAD - Made to Make a Difference Kids Conferences.
This is to encourage kids to understand that they have
been made by God to make a difference in this world for
Him.
• D2D - Doorway to Destiny, is a beautiful, inspiring and
unique teen girls conference, that focuses on four key areas:
that each girl is unique, loved, freed and destined in Jesus.
• Inspire Women - is a young women’s conference with a
focus on loving, pampering and encouraging our beloved
girlfriends in their everyday walk with Jesus!
• Man-up Men's Conference - is a young men's conference,
that encourages men to ‘Man-Up’, step up and lead in all
God has called them to.
• Ignite- is a teen boys camping adventure, with a purpose
to ignite the flame of manhood inside these young boys.
Pointing them to their heavenly Father and encouraging
them to explore and push their personal limits, whilst
having loads of fun!
We will continue to run all these ministries in and beyond
2014. Over 2012/2013 we have seen 123 young people give
their lives to Jesus. We are grateful to the Lord for the many
ministry opportunities that He has given us to share the love
of Jesus.

Inspire Women’s Conference @ Lutanda Yarramundi.

We greatly value your prayers:
• For wisdom and insight into the best and most relevant
ways to serve our youth in 2014.
• For the Inspiring Hope team to grow in their love for Jesus
and each other.
• For funds to subsidise young people to attend our events.
Thanks for reading about Inspiring Hope! You are loved,
believed in and appreciated! Make today count for Him!
Jeanette Nolan
on behalf of the Inspiring Hope Team!
April 2014
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Relaunching Growth in the Developing World

This is the final of four issues where we are
looking at icons that confront the church in the
developed world today; icons that call and lure
Christians and the church into compromise.
Firstly, we must hear these calls as
describing the world, secondly as
having a forceful pull on our church
members; and thirdly as impacting
on the ministries of our churches.
Here we are often placed into a
tension between faithfulness and
relevancy. How should we respond?

ICON #4 YOUTUBE
The world demands that they be seen.
The YouTube phenomenon has enabled
the worldwide broadcasting of selfidolatry. People always want to be
noticed and appreciated. However, the
aspect of self-worship has grown to the
point where the individual generally
only views the world from their
perspective, they are the only lens, they
have the only perspective. No longer
does God, faith, tribe, community,
family, or nation, trump the individual
as the centre of the universe. People
today not only want to be noticed, but
they want to be broadcast publicly,
seeking widespread affirmation,
significance and even celebrity status.
It is interesting that as the frame of
reference for one’s life and significance
has been reduced from larger contexts
such as tribe and community, the frame
for seeking affirmation has expanded.
In other words, we have reduced our
worlds of relational support and
personal significance to such an extent,
that we now feel so fragile in our
individual world that we have to seek a
support network in other larger
spheres, even in the virtual world.
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YOUTUBE
Celebrity
Fragile

Studies “indicate that
Americans increasingly
require unique personal
applications for the things
they experience. Somewhat
paradoxically, they also want to be seen
as being in the mainstream of what’s
happening in society. It seems that
many are seeking to be viewed as
individuals distinct from the evergrowing masses” (The Barna Group,
2007). They want to hide from real
relationships through devices but they
want to be seen as being in the middle
of what is happening in the world.
However, “Another oddity observed
through the research is that adults especially those under 30 - regularly
strive to be connected to a substantial
number of other people and yet
possess a nagging sense of loneliness,
isolation and restlessness. The constant
involvement with social networking via
the Internet, text messaging and phone
calls via mobile devices,… are
manifestations of the investment in
relationships and connections that are
important but somehow not as fulfilling
as desired” (The Barna Group, 2007).
So the clamour to be seen and be
significant in the eyes of others, and for
the world to revolve around me, has
not strengthened the profile of the
individual, it has taken it out of any
meaningful context and left it
vulnerable and fragile. With all the
abundance of our connectivity devices
and options “today we are more alone
in this world that any previous
generation” (Wells 2006, p. 165).
So the person desiring to be seen and
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ICONS OF
THE WORLD

“liked”, who seeks affirmation and
significance to compensate for
shrinking relational support, ends up
fragile, in a world where support and
significance may be as fickle as a few
clicks of a mouse.
What has happened to the world of
“love one another as I have loved you?”

RESPONDING
TO ICON #4 THE BASIN
What has our response as churches
been to the unrelenting demands of
this cultural icon? What is our response
to the YouTube phenomenon of
narcissism? Where the tension between
relevancy and faithfulness has erred on
the side of meeting the demands of the
context, and overbalancing toward
relevancy, the response of the church
to this icon has tended toward
providing celebrity opportunities
through presenting a show, or creating
places to cater to the demand of “Make
me the focus, so I feel important!”
In answer to the icons of the world we
find corresponding biblical icons that
can bring us guidance on how to hold
onto faithfulness while bringing life and
connection to the world.
The icon of the Basin speaks not of a
show or my glory, but of humility and
service of others.
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BASIN
Loved
Servant

John 13:1-5
It was just before the Passover Feast.
Jesus knew that the time had come
for him to leave this world and go to
the Father. Having loved his own
who were in the world, he now
showed them the full extent of his
love. The evening meal was being
served, and the devil had already
prompted Judas Iscariot, son of
Simon, to betray Jesus. Jesus knew
that the Father had put all things
under his power, and that he had
come from God and was returning to
God; so he got up from the meal,
took off his outer clothing, and
wrapped a towel around his waist.
After that, he poured water into a
basin and began to wash his
disciples' feet, drying them with the
towel that was wrapped around him.
There is nothing here about a YouTube
show or a celebrity. There is nothing
about self-focus and fragility. There is
but a servant with a basin and a towel
who knew. He knew the time and he
knew who he was in relation to the
Father. So he gets up, not as master but
as the servant, not to command, but to
love to the extreme. Having all things
under his power he becomes the
powerless in order to serve and exalt
his disciples. Denying self, he served
others. He does not expect a show, or
to be the focus of attention, rather his
focus is on the other, expressing God’s
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love to the disciples, and ultimately,
because it was his time, to us.
How are we with being a servant? The
founders of our churches were
renowned for their self-sacrificial giving
of resources and their lives given over
into service for God. Are we? In many
places the celebrity nature of our
nations has turned the church and its
leaders into the holy celebrities of
today. Not Christ, and not the people
who need Christ, but the church has
become the prime focus of our
attention. Is it then any wonder that we
have lost connection with others, when
we, like the world, are also are taken up
with admiring our own image. In
Australia the most respected church
among the unchurched is the Salvation
Army. Why, because they are seen
above all others to actually care about
people.
Do we know our time; do we know who
we are as a valued child of God, not as a
fragile person, but as the loved serving
participant in God’s mission? We are
sent to exalt others with God’s love and
grace, to serve them with the love of
the father, to reach the broken, not with
a show but with a basin and towel of
earthy authentic kindness and
compassion. We are called like our
forebears, like the disciples, like the
great cloud of witnesses, to deny self
and serve God, with a basin of love.

While holding onto the biblical icon of
the Basin we relationally connect with
the insecure, empty, confused, fragile
people, who are seeking the opposite
of what they really need, without falling
into the accommodating church
responses we covered earlier. Those
pursuing celebrity status and
significance need to know they are
loved for who they are, rather than
seeking affirmation through
performance. We need to show that
they are valued not just for what they
do, but for who they are. We must
convey that it is not spiritual
performance but surrender to Christ
and serving in God’s grand plan, in the
loving grace of God, which is needed.
We must also communicate that God
has a vision not for who they are in
themselves now, but for who they are
and will become in Christ. Their
significance is not found in self, but in
God.
The YouTube icon points inward to self.
The icon of the Basin turns the world on
its head. It takes the overwhelming
road of self-focus and selfishness, the
small reduced world of “I” and smashes
its walls. The icon of the Basin
transports us beyond ourselves to God.
It destroys the fragile idols of self, and
self-importance, giving significance that
comes from the throne of grace alone.
Our need for a show is exchanged for a
basin of service that comes from being
valued children of God, having the
privilege to represent him, and exalt
others into the life giving arms of the
Father.
David Smith
Principal – Perth Bible College
Elder – Duncraig Christian Fellowship,
Perth, WA
CCCAust – Board Member
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Prof Darrell Bock is Research
professor of New Testament
Studies at Dallas Theological
Seminary and the Professor for
Spiritual Development and Culture
there. He is also an Editor at large
for Christianity, has authored over
twenty books and is a New York
Times best-selling author.

20-22 June 2014
Allawah Community
Church Sydney
Jesus calls his church to a discipleship
that is both radical and comprehensive.
At Devoted Conference we will explore
what it means to become more fully
devoted disciples of Christ as
individuals and communities of grace
from Luke-Acts. Prof. Darrell Bock will
help us consider the call of Jesus on
our personal lives from the gospel of
Luke and Dr. Steve McQuoid will
explore the call of Jesus on our
corporate lives as churches from the
book of Acts. Our prayer is that God
might use this moment to work
powerfully by His Spirit in His church to
bring us to a deeper love for our Lord
and commitment to follow Him as
communities being transformed by the
grace that He has shown us in His Son.

Dr Stephen McQuoid grew up in
Ethiopia where his parents were
missionaries. He then lived in
Ireland where he qualified as a
nurse before going on to study
theology: MA, MTh, PhD. He has
also written ten books. Stephen is
the General Director of Gospel
Literature Outreach, a missionary
organisation based in Europe. He
is married to Debbie and they
along with their three children
fellowship at Liberty Community
Church in Bellshill where Stephen
is a teaching elder. His interests
include football, motorcycles,
SCUBA diving and movies.

www.cccaustconference.com
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Jeremy Dunne is the assistant
pastor at City Light Church
Balmain (a CCCAust Church) and
has been happily married to Mel
for 3 years. They have 2 children
under 2. Jeremy became a
Christian at Katoomba Youth
Convention in 2000 and is
passionate about seeing youth
come to know and love Jesus
through the Word of God.
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